Creation Station: Art Studio

Top Learning Standards

DRDP
• Curiosity and Initiative in Learning (ALT-REG 4)
• Fine Motor Manipulative Skills (PD-HLTH 4)
• Patterning and Shapes (COG 6 – COG 7)
• Visual Art (VPA 1)

Kansas Early Learning
• Creative Arts Standard: Uses a variety of materials to create art (CA.p4.13a)
• Communications and Literacy Standard: Uses pictures and illustrations to tell and retell parts of a story (CLL.p3.2)
• Mathematic Standard: Uses concrete objects including shapes to copy simple patterns (M.OA.p3.2)

Kansas (K-2)
• Geometry Standard: Identify Shapes: Model shapes in the world by building shapes from components (e.g. sticks and clay balls) and drawing shapes (K.G.5)

Missouri Early Learning
• Expressive Arts Standard: Show Interest in Visual Arts (II.1 – II. 3)
• Physical Development and Coordination Standard: Use Fine Motor Skills with Purpose and Coordination (I.1- I.3)
• Physical Science Standard: Explore, Investigate and Solve Problems of the Physical World (I.3)
• Written Language Standard: Use Writing as a Means of Expression/Communication (III.1 – III.4)

Missouri (K-2)
• Fine Arts Standards: 1. Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work and 2. Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
• Mathematic Standard: Geometry and Measurement: Reason with shapes and their attributes (1.GM.A.1)
• Physical Education Standards: Efficiency of Human Movement and Performance: Fundamental Movement Skills and Games and Principals of Human Movement
• Visual Arts Standard: Through experimentation, build skills in various media and approaches to art making (VA:Cr2A.k)

Next Generation Science
• Structure and Properties of Matter: Different properties are suited to different purposes (2-PS1-2), (2-PS1-3) and a great variety of objects can be built up from a small set of pieces (2-PS1-3)